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Made with the same grapes and care that go into the Leitz award-winning “regular”
Rieslings and Pinot Noirs, the fully fermented wines then are gently de-alcoholised
through a low temperature vacuum distillation process. The low temperatures mean
that the alcohol can be removed without losing the important natural aromas and

remarkable properties of of the terroir.

Producer Website: www.leitz-wein.de

Eins-Zwei-Zero Sparkling
Riesling
AB bottle +858587 can +858591

BC bottle W17917 can W17918
Pack Size bottle 12x750ml can 24x250ml

Region: Germany Varietal Riesling

Alcohol 0.0% by volume

The EINS-ZWEI-ZERO Sparkling offers a

fine interplay of crisp apples and fine

bubbles with well-integrated acidity and a long-lasting

freshness. It is ideal as an aperitif and shines all year round

as an alcohol-free companion for every festive occasion.

Eins-Zwei-Zero Sparkling
Rosé

AB bottle + 858600 can +858601

BC bottle W17920 can W17921

Pack Size bottle 12x750ml can 24x250ml

Varietals Merlot, Portugieser, Pinot Noir

Alcohol 0.0% by volume

The EINS-ZWEI-ZERO Sparkling Rosé offers

an original character that is clean and fresh

with notes of pale strawberries, raspberry and citrus; slight

hints of fresh grapefruit and an underlying mineral base. The

finish is dry and relatively long.

Eins-Zwei-Zero Riesling
AB +858585 BCW17916

Pack Size: 12x750ml

Region: Germany Varietal: Riesling

Alcohol: 0.0% by volume

The Leitz EINS-ZWEI-ZERO offers an original

character that is clean and fresh with notes of lime

and citrus; surprisingly rhubarb and a little hint of

red apples on an underlying mineral base. The

finish is dry and relatively long.

Eins-Zwei-Zero Rosé
AB +858596 BCW17919

Pack Size 12x750ml Region Germany

Varietals Merlot, Portugieser, Pinot Noir

Alcohol 0.0% by volume

The Leitz EINS-ZWEI-ZERO ROSÉ offers an original

character that is clean and fresh with notes of pale

strawberries, raspberry and citrus; slight hints of

fresh grapefruit and an underlying mineral base.

The finish is dry and relatively long.

Zero-Point-Five Pinot Noir

AB bottle +858606 can +881153

BC bottle W17922 can

Pack Size bottle 12x750ml can 24x250ml

Region Germany Varietal Pinot Noir

Alcohol 0.5% by volume

Intense red berry fruit rises from the glass and

offers juicy cherry aromas on the palate. A

very harmonious red wine alternative with


